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Tombolo 28
A superyacht designer creates a trailerable
outboard cruiser for home construction.
Illustrations by
Greg Siewert

(except where noted)

Above—Billed as a summer cruiser for
two, with occasional guests, the Tombolo
28 (28'6"/8.69m) will be built by its
designer, Greg Siewert (right).

E

xperienced cruising sailor, yacht
designer, and occasional Professional BoatBuilder contributor Greg
Siewert (see “Industrial Design,” PBB
No. 92, page 88, and PBB No. 103, page
14) has turned his attention to the market for affordable and practical
pleasure boats as he builds his
latest project, called the Tombolo 28 (8.69m), a trailerable
weekend cruiser with several
noteworthy features.
Siewert, a Midwesterner by
origin, was based in Charleston, South Carolina, until he
moved to Seattle, Washington,
in 2007 to join the design team
at superyacht builder Delta
Marine. Today he is installed in
Anacortes, an increasingly popular refuge from Seattle’s exorbitant housing costs, dense traffic, and gentrification’s ongoing
displacement of manufacturing

industries. On his own property Siewert
is setting up a facility to build the prototype of his Tombolo 28. “We’ve been
plugging along on the boat shed project,” he reported. “I’ve nearly got her
sheeted in and insulated. The large
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Tombolo 28 Particulars
LOA:
Beam:
Draft:
Displacement
(½ load):
Deadrise:
Fuel:
Water:
Power:

28'6" (8.69m)
9' (2.7m)
1' 5" (0.43m)

5,600 lbs (2,540.12 kg)
12°
100 gal (379 l)
25 gal (95 l)
115 hp std., 150 hp max.
(86 kW to 113 kW)
Speed: 14–17 kts (cruise)
21–24 kts (top)
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INBOARD PROFILE
SCALE: 1/2"=1'-0"

Specifications may vary depending
on construction details, individual
builders, and client hardware options.

wood/composite barn doors are
assembled, and I’ve plied a few neighbors and friends with free beer to help
muscle them into place.”
In his design comments Siewert
defined the Tombolo project as follows: “The goal was a summer cruiser
for two, with occasional day guests,
that could easily speed out 15–25
miles to a quiet anchorage for the
weekend. It isn’t intended to be a shiny,
precious boat but one [for] sandy feet
and crab pots.... She will get laid up
come late fall and stored on a trailer
cheaply until the following spring, or
perhaps even trucked to a distant port.”
For someone in superyacht design,
the Tombolo 28 presents a paradigm
shift away from supersized vessels
with supersized engines and complex
systems, toward simplicity, portability,
and low-cost operation. Siewert’s goal
was “to create an accessible and attractive powerboat under 30′ [9.1m] with
a trailerable beam. The low weight and
modest horsepower allow one to
cruise economically…with a minimum of fuss. The Tombolo 28 [has] an
easily driven hull, with a modified-V,
low-deadrise, fine entry, and long
waterline,” he noted in the design

TYPICAL SECTIONS
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

DECK PLAN
SCALE: 1/2"=1'-0"

The extended deckhouse accommodates a small dinette, while bunks, head, and
vanity fill the bow sections. For construction of the deck, house, and frames Siewert
specifies plywood, while the hull bottom will be ¾" western red cedar strip planks.

comments. A single outboard motor
of 115 hp to 150 hp [86 kW to 113
kW], Siewert projects, should yield
cruising speeds of just under 20 knots
and top speeds of up to 24 knots.
Inspiration came from eclectic
sources, including the online forum
and the blog that covers Tom Lathrop’s
Bluejacket series of outboard-powered
pocket cruiser designs for stitch-andglue building without a jig. Appealing
to Siewert, aside from the simple construction method, was their light
weight that encourages planing at low

speeds with modestly sized engines,
and the fact that most amateur builders seemingly built this boat within
two years. The success and feedback
of the initial 24' (7.32m) version
encouraged Lathrop to introduce a
slightly larger version with a small
dinette inside the deckhouse, a practical feature Siewert replicated on the
Tombolo 28.
Another influence was his personal
experience, including adventures on
Avalon, a 26' S2 7.9 daysailer (early in
his career, Siewert worked for S2) he
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BODY PLAN
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

The stepped sheer echoes
a common feature on larger
motoryachts, while the curved
hull bottom should help the
boat’s cruising-speed performance. The hullform was
inspired by the preferences of
Siewert’s mentor, Ed Wennersten, who was a foreman at
Chris-Craft.
BOTTOM VIEW
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

has owned for ages and still likes to
campaign locally or take on the road.
“My design work has required moving
quite a bit, so the boat has followed us
to the jobs—from freshwater racing
and cruising on Lake Michigan, to San
Diego, where we once trailered her
across the border through Baja [California,] Mexico, to the Gulf of
Cal ifornia,” Siewert explained. “When
another job arose in North Carolina, we
hitched Avalon up and trucked her
2,500 miles [4,023 km] east, and then on
eventually to Charleston, South Carolina. Besides the local regattas in the
Carolinas, we also did several onedesign regattas in Florida and even
trailered her down to Miami and
cruised to the Bahamas.”
Looking back, towing Avalon while
crisscrossing the continent was the
inspiration for the Tombolo’s abilities
in “asphalt cruising,” going places at 60
mph (97 kmh) and living on a trailer
when not in use. But sensible ideas
have cascading design consequences.
“To meet the goal of trailerability, low
weight and horsepower were required,
which in turn require an easily driven,

low-deadrise hull,” Siewert added.
“For many cruisers, including myself,
15–17 knots [are] sufficient to get to
most destinations in the local region
fairly quickly.”
Canadian designer Tad Roberts
reviewed the boat for our sister publication, WoodenBoat, in No. 274, dissecting the Tombolo’s hull shape: Two
significant features are convex sections
over the full length of the running bottom, and a gradual rise to the buttock
lines aft when viewed from the side. The
convex sections effectively produce a
“variable deadrise” bottom, with less
deadrise down low toward the centerline and greater deadrise outboard. A
low deadrise angle has a better lift/drag
ratio than a high one, and in this case,
eliminates the need for intermediate
lifting strakes. The low deadrise angles
throughout are perfect for the intended
14–17-knot cruising speed…the rising
buttock lines push the center of buoyancy forward and reduce the area of the
immersed transom.
Asked about his choice of a hullform
with curvy sections that effectively
vary deadrise, Siewert explained that

as a young designer at S2, he was taken
under the wing of Ed Wennersten,
then the head of engineering. Wennersten, an old-school yacht designer, had
worked with S2 founder Leon Slikkers
at Slick Craft, and previously was a
foreman at Chris-Craft. “The 18–36'
[5.49–10.98m] open boats [Wennersten] developed with Slikkers at the
time were characterized as having a
modified-V bottom,” Siewert said.
“They were very forgiving, level running, and had a comfortable ride, with
what Ed described as ‘putting up very
little fuss.’ I noted and remember these
sweet-running hulls compared to
some modern deep-V designs. Many
of the features of the Tombolo 28 hull
are developed from these early impressions and ideas that S2 and Ed had on
my thinking about hull design.”
Another influence was Siewert’s
sabbatical cruise on Ilhabela, the first
Sterling Atlantic 43, a Brazilian-built
semi-displacement motor cruiser of
his design delivered to him in Charleston in spring of 2005 (see also PBB No.
103, page 14). After final fit-out he and
his wife, Barbara, sold their house and
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A cutaway drawing shows tankage under the cockpit sole
and the galley module to port in the deckhouse.

A V-berth with enclosed head and vanity belowdeck, and the galley and dinette
in the deckhouse reflect the intended usage as a day boat with guests or a
weekender for two.

Going 10,000 miles on a single
engine also gave Siewert the confidence to design the Tombolo for a
single outboard power plant, taking

SAM SHARPE

put their other possessions in storage
to set off for New England. In the fall
they joined the snowbirds on their
southward migration, exhibiting the
boat at the shows in Newport and
Annapolis before continuing via the
ICW to Florida and the Bahamas. The
following year they went up the Hudson River, through the Erie Canal system to the Great Lakes, and crossed
Ontario on the Canadian Trent-Severn
canal, which took them down into
Lake Huron.
“Ilhabela was the perfect boat for
the lakes and canals, where we could
tie up and easily step ashore along the
scenic lock parks,” Siewert said. “This
was by far the most enjoyable part of
the cruise.” Cruising the North Channel of Lake Huron and circumnavigating Lake Michigan meant returning to
familiar spots and reconnecting with
old friends they knew from growing
up in Michigan and Wisconsin. Getting short on time, they abandoned
doing the entire Great Loop but hauled
and stored Ilhabela in Northern Michigan before returning to Charleston to
plot their next move. Then Siewert was
recruited by Delta in Seattle. “At that
point we’d cruised over 10,000 nautical
miles, burning only 2.5 gal/h [9.47 l/h]
and averaging 3.75 nautical miles per
gallon, which was quite impressive
comparing our numbers with other
similar boats,” he said.

Ilhabela, the Sterling Atlantic 43 (42'9"/13.03m) that inspired some aspects of the Tombolo 28, was built in Brazil to Siewert’s design. Starting in 2005 he and his wife cruised
her a total of 10,000 miles between the Great Lakes and the Bahamas.

advantage of the space and weight savings compared to an inboard engine of
similar power. For this type of vessel,
Siewert considers a single modern
outboard motor strong, reliable, and
efficient enough to shun the redundancy of twin engines, which produce
more drag, and higher maintenance
and fuel cost. Besides, the Tombolo is
intended for coastal and inland operation, so there really is no need for two
outboards.
Since Siewert is making the plans
available for home builders and small
shops that normally would think twice
about taking on such a project if it was
meant for conventional construction,
it’s important to note that the skill set
required to build this boat is much
more extensive than what’s needed to
put together a little pram or a kit kayak
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HULL MOLD FRAMES 85~" OSB

HULL MOLD FRAMES 85~" OSB

HULL MOLD FRAMES 85~" OSB

TRANSOM ~43" MARINE PLY

ROPE LKR FLOOR ~
3
4" MARINE PLY

STRINGER ~43" MARINE PLY

STRINGER DOUBLER 43~" MARINE PLY

TRANSOM DOUBLER 43~" MARINE PLY

STRINGER ~43" MARINE PLY

BKHD #6 ~43" MARINE PLY
BKHD #2 ~43" MARINE PLY

ROPE LKR BKHD~43" MARINE PLY

BKHD #4 ~43" MARINE PLY
BKHD #8 ~43" MARINE PLY

BKHD #10 ~43" MARINE PLY

HARDTOP MOLD FRAMES85~" OSB

HOUSE PORT SIDE ~ 3/8" MARINE PLY-TWO LAYERS

HOUSE STB SIDE ~ 3/8" MARINE PLY-TWO LAYERS

HOUSE FRONT ~ 3/4" MARINE PLY

A project like the Tombolo 28 requires a more extensive skill set than building simple
kit boats, but accurate digital files and interlocking CNC-cut parts such as frames
should help eliminate assembly errors.

in your living room. “I’ve built a few
small boats myself, but having worked
in the industry for many years…and
supervising the construction of all
types of craft from 15' to 250' [4.58m
to 76.2m], I recognize the specialized
skills required for this kind of project,”
Siewert explained. “The construction
drawings and material list for this
design clearly specify wood thickness
and grade, lamination schedule, and
resin. There may be a risk some builders could cut corners, but I would venture most would recognize the significance of their own investment in the
project and that they would err on the
side of caution, knowing they are the
end-users.” Modern technology such
as highly accurate digital files and
interlocking CNC-cut sheet parts will
likely limit assembly errors.
He said he rethought the hull shell
construction, comparing seven or
eight iterations of plywood, cedar,
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fiberglass, and carbon fiber for
strength, weight, cost, and ease of construction. Originally, he specified a
layered plywood bottom with western
red cedar strip topsides. However, the
convex forward sections of the bottom
would necessitate multiple thin layers
of ply being bent over the mold, which
requires more labor and materials
while also being heavier than cedar
strip alone. In the end, Siewert said, he
opted for a “true sandwich construction, using a cedar core with biax glass
skins on both sides. Cedar, glass, and
epoxy are great materials for a hull
[that’s] lightweight, stiff, and longitudinally strong,” he said. “For ambitious
builders, there’s an option for substituting a layer of biax glass for a layer of
uni carbon laid 90° to the centerline.”
Siewert was reluctant to condone
the alternative of sheathing with heavy
glass on the outside while coating the
wood with epoxy only on the inside.

“I’m hesitant to use an unbalanced
laminate but realize the additional
preparation and work for the inner
layers of glass. However, internal/
external sheathing is lighter and more
efficient in my mind and [eliminates]
a lot of the otherwise required internal structure, resulting in a cleaner
interior finish.”
Some time savings, he thought,
could result from CNC paths for the
hull and hardtop molds, the plywood
parts for the bulkheads, the stringers,
the sides, and the front of the house.
Getting precision-cut pieces delivered
to the building site is quite a bit more
streamlined than having to cut parts
by transferring Mylar or hand-drawn
patterns to a plywood panel. Because
Siewert developed the design in Rhino
3D, all interior and exterior cabinet
parts, decks, and other flat panels can
be CNC cut.
“It’s difficult to exactly quantify the

labor savings, because it depends on
the skill of the builder,” Siewert noted.
“But, for example, if a set of bulkheads
were machine cut versus having to
measure and pattern, fair, and then cut
plywood sheets with a jig saw, climbing in and out of the hull several
times…scribing again, cutting again…
think about it. That could be several
weeks of work in itself. Plus the digital
files give one the advantage of being
able to nest the parts, thus saving
material cost.”
Watch this space for future updates
on the progress of the Tombolo 28
project.
Siewert Design, LLC, 4894 Sharpe
Rd., Anacortes, WA 98221 USA, tel.
843–853–6154, www.siewertdesign
.com.
About the Author: Dieter Loibner is
editor-at-large of Professional BoatBuilder.
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